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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Our chips brand, The Kerepeks, is the name of our products. The major purpose of the 
company is to present our consumers with a variety of flavour options rather than providing 
them with a single flavour at a low cost.

This company has been in operation for a year. According to customer reviews, this product 
has an excellent taste since the various flavours help our consumers recall the taste. This 
product is very affordable and easily available. As a result, this product suggests that our 
clients' sales have a bright future.

The Kerepeks have sold over ten bottles in a variety of flavours, including cheese, chocolate, 
and nestum, since its debut. Increased demand for our products was a result of profitable 
sales for our firm initiatives. As a result, The Kerepeks is a product of choice, with the 
potential to be marketed and developed into other industries as the company grows.
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1.0 GO – ECOMMERCE REGISTRATION

MUHAMMAD ANAS BIN ZAMZURI (990626035893)
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2.0 Introduction of Business

2.1

Name of business: The Kerepeks.

Address of business: LOT 709, Kg Surau Pdg Tgh Salor, 15100, Kota Bharu, Kelantan.

Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/The-Kerepeks-100631508920925

Telephone number:            

Type of business: Food and Beverage

Kerepek refer to a type of snack that is cut thin and fried until crisp. Kerepek are made from 
various materials and are named according to the type of material used to produce the chips. 
banana and tapioca chips are a traditional Malaysian food made from bananas and among the 
ingredients are turmeric powder, salt and sugar. Among the examples of bananas made into 
chips are nipah bananas and other bananas that are suitable for making chips. Crunchy snack 
chips are highly favored by the Malay community in which it is always eaten at leisure or 
simply as a snack during afternoon tea. I am also a dropshiper to these chips and all the 
supplies of these chips I take from the supplier.

This business is an online business that is targeted by our customers who are mostly from 
chips lovers regardless of age in the Kelantan area. We also provide delivery service based on 
the distance of their location and we take cash upon delivery to nearby areas.

https://www.facebook.com/The-Kerepeks-100631508920925
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2.2 Organizational Chart

Owner

Finance Manager

Dropshipper = Muhammad Anas 
bin Zamzuri

2.3 Mission and vision

Mission

Every business, we believe, should have its 
own mission statement and vision in order 
to operate operations in accordance with 
its goals. As a result, we've established our 
company's goals and vision, so we know 
what we want to accomplish in terms of 
both short- and long-term goals.

Vision
To promote The Kerepeks as the premier 
food and beverage brand for scrumptious 
snacks in a variety of flavours.
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2.4 Description of product and services.

The Kerepeks

Crispy and tasty chips were introduced. Kerepeks can be served for breakfast, dinner, or as a 
gift at a Merisik ceremony, to friends who came to our house to watch Kdrama, or anywhere 
else. Eating The Kerepeks is a necessity for chip fans because it has a delicious core for 
everyday use and is more complete. 

Those who purchase will not be able to grip my hand! Customers can call or message us 
directly through our phone number or Facebook page to place orders. Customers can order 
Chips by The Kerepeks for delivery, which will be paid based on their location and area.

 

PRODUCT 

 

DECRIPTIONS OF PRODUCT 

 

 

 

 

 The Kerepeks. 

 Ready to eat. 

 Expiry date: 1-2 month (depending 
on the customer’s own way)

 Product from: Salor, Kelantan 

 Certifications: Halal ingredients 

 Pack Content: 1 plastic container 

    Pack Type: Single 

 

2.5 Price List

This rotation The Kerepeks business has set prices for its products at standard prices in an 
effort to launch this brand into the food and beverage market segment of our country. In the 
current market, the price is shown as below:

Normal size : RM10 1pcs (excluding COD charge)

Bigger size : RM15 1pcs (excluding  COD charge)

The established price, which includes the cost of delivery, is not a fixed price. When a 
customer purchases multiple units, the wholesale pricing is applied. However, delivery costs 
will remain the same.

3.0 Facebook Page
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3.1 Creating facebook (FB page)

After receiving a Go-Ecommerce clearance certificate, the Kerepeks page was created on 
June 17th, 2021, and our business commenced operations on July 10th, 2021. Customers may 
always locate us by typing in "The Kerepeks" in the search box.

Aquired likes 100 and above
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3.2 Customing URL Facebook (FB) page

https://www.facebook.com/The-Kerepeks-100631508920925

https://www.facebook.com/The-Kerepeks-100631508920925
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3.3 Facebook teaser (FB) post – (4 Teasers )
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3.4 Facebook (FB) post – Copywriting (Hard sell) (3post)
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3.5 Facebook (FB) post – Copywriting (Soft sell) (3 post)
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3.5.1 Frequency of posting
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Conclusion

To summarise, The Kerepeks sells crunchy chips with a great flavour. The Kerepeks sell their 
products on a Facebook page. We may infer that by running an online business, we are able 
to promote and sell our products and services, as well as learn about our existing market 
brands, particularly through Facebook Pages. We can also provide updates through these 
platforms, and our newest customers can keep up with our current specials or releases.

Furthermore, it not only benefits our business, but it also benefits us because we can track 
and update business trends by producing more income not only through the use of Facebook, 
but also through the use of other platforms accessible to sell things. This will keep us from 
becoming obsolete, and we will be able to grow in tandem with the country's present 
advances.

As a result, we learned how to suit the wants of our customers and how to promote our items 
through ad writing techniques such as teasers, hard sales, and soft sales. We're also good at 
maintaining our consumers' tastes and preferences. We were able to fulfil some of our 
objectives as a startup firm utilising Facebook Pages, and we will continue to achieve all of 
our objectives in the years to come by developing and running other existing social media 
businesses, as well as enhancing our marketing strategy.


